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How to survive early days of your child’s school career
The boys are making explosion noises and
playing cowboys and native Americans
around the school yard.

The girls are sitting quietly gossiping
about the nicest teachers.

Sadly, the gender stereotypes kick in
fairly early in the first days of school.

But it shows how quickly kids adjust to
life away from home.

Often, parents had to think harder about
their own separation anxiety than their off-
spring’s. So here are some tips from a
teacher about those first days in school,
and which have probably already turned
out to be a lot less horrible than anyone
feared.

1. The first few days
It’s probably been harder for you than it is
for your child.

Congratulations on not blubbing and

holding on to their ankle as they tear them-
selves away to their first class.

Now that you have got over the first
week, you can have a good blub into a
towel, to muffle the hysterical wailing.

Grief at the end of babyhood and de-
pendence is completely natural. But your
child is already becoming a little person –
he or she may get embarrassed if you hang
around too long. It is a good idea to agree a
sign beforehand which tells them “I love
you” – like tapping on the shoulder, patting
the hair or squeezing a finger.

But ask them about their feelings to
make clear they are allowed to express
them freely. Be clear every day on who will
be picking them up after and where.

By now, you will have learned not to
hang around in the bushes “just in case”.
Unless you like being arrested.
Plan for a nap after school in these first

couple of weeks – for your child, not you. It
is precious time when you can get
things done before the madness starts up
again.

2. Lunch
Some pre-packed food and drinks would
be hard to open even for George Clooney
and the rest of Ocean’s 11.

Can s/he open the juice box, creme
freche, yoghurt or cheese? Label every-
thing.

3. Emergencies
Nothing will go wrong (that’s the spirit) but
make sure teacher has two numbers just in
case. Leave clear instructions on an in-
haler/spacer and offer to make a laminated
card, for their desk, as a reminder about al-
lergies. As for the wee room, by now issues
of where it is, and the need for regular use,

should be clear.
4. Preparation
Here’s where the competitiveness starts.
Can your child write his or her name? Draw
outlines of their name and teach them to
copy it, so they are ahead of the pack. This
will make them feel clever and help the
teacher.

There are whole planets in the cosmos
of disappeared items of uniform which
have been sucked down a wormhole. Does
your child know where the coathangers are
– and how to use them correctly? This is
an important skill which will endear them
to the teacher – who as far as you (and
your child) is concerned is now Mussolini,
Mother Theresa and God rolled into one.

You want him or her to love your off-
spring more than anyone else in the world.

But a bedtime book like Lauren Child’s I
Am Too Absolutely Small for School will

help get them used to the idea that it’s not
an army camp designed to keep them
away from the comforts of home.

5 Your social life for the next 15 years
Latch on early to the bright and breezy
generalissimos who make parenting look a
doddle. A covert intelligence operation to
sniff out possible playdates before the big
day might prove useful, so you child has a
starting buddy.

The friends a parent makes at the school
gate are likely to stick around for a long
time. They have a lot in common. And
shared jelly and ice cream birthday parties
will save a lot of money and organisational
headaches.

Try to include every adult in any activi-
ties, at least in the first few weeks, that is.
It will pay off in the long run. Only show off
your emergency bottle of gin to those you
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